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Motivation: Quantum Church-Turing Thesis

• Church-Turing Thesis:

Any reasonable computation can be done by Turing machines.  Algorithm=TM

Turing machine can simulate any physical system, but slowly.

(Assume any physical theory is computable.)

• Extended Church-Turing Thesis: Efficiently

All physical theories can be simulated by TMs efficiently.

Potential counterexample: Quantum computing

• Quantum Church-Turing thesis: 

There is a unique quantum model of computing,  it implies that any physical quantum

field theory can be efficiently simulated by quantum computers. 

Hence quantum computers can simulate conformal field theories.  How?

(All CFTs are two dimensional, unitary, and rational.)



Classical Physics                                         Turing Machines P

Quantum Mechanics                                  Quantum Circuit Model BQP

Quantum Field Theory                                                   ?  BQP 

String Theory                                                               ???  

Rigorous classes of QFTs: 

TQFTs, CFTs, …

True for TQFTs  (Freedman, Kitaev, W. 02):

BQP=B-TQFT-P

How about CFTs?



What to Simulate

Two things: Evolutions and Partition functions.  

For TQFTs,  representations of mapping class groups

(braid groups), and 3-manifold and link invariants.

Some key ingredients:

1) Finitely dimensional Hilbert spaces (TQFT=trivial QFT), but no tensor product

2) MCG and braid groups have local generators, 

complexity of MCG or braid for simulation is transparent

3) A form of locality of TQFTs as given by

gluing formulas---quantum state can be reconstructed 

from local patches---leading to qudits



Simulating TQFTs I:  Reps of braid groups (FKW)

Given some anyon statistics or rep of the braid groups

: Bn U( ),

Find a quantum circuit on m(n) qudits W= 

UL: Wm Wm

so that the following commutes ideally: 



initialize create 

anyons

applying gates braiding 

particles

readout fusion

Computation Physics

Simulation of TQFT II: Approximation Link Invariants (FKW)

Can we and how to extend these to CFTs?



Bulk-edge correspondence

Edge physics of fractional quantum Hall liquids:

∂Witten-Chern-Simons theories

Wen’s chiral Luttinger liquids

∂TQFTs/UMTCs CFTs/VOA

Conjecturally, every anyon model is a representation category of 

some vertex operator algebra (VOA).

Efficient simulation of TQFTs hints at efficient simulation of CFTs



Two analogues to simulate

• Representations of Diff

• Approximate correlation functions

Some issues:

• Infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces

• No obvious local generating set of Diff

• No obvious gluing formulas, what does locality imply for 

simulating CFTs?

• …

Gapped vs gapless



Finite approximation of CFTs: TQFT Hilbert spaces

Diff

VOA = 

?              --Hilbert space of n anyons

?                    braid 

( not good as if m large enough)



Temperley-Lieb algebras and braid groups

Kauffman bracket/Jones representation

Compare with 

“ Lie algebra” vs “Lie group”



VOA and LCN

Two definitions of CFT:

VOA                                      LCN (local conformal net)

“Lie algebra”                                 “Lie group” 

{ }”  

Fourier coefficient

smeared conformal field 

Admissible unitaries:  

is admissible if L(f) is a finite sum.

Thm: (Goodman-Wallach): 

Every infinitesimally unitary projective representation of the subalgebra of real vector 

fields on with finite Fourier series can be integrated to a continuous projective unitary 

representation of Diff . 



Lattice version of Virasoro generators 

VOAs V approximated by 

{                                 }

Temperley-Lieb generators are finite lattice version of Fourier 

transform of the Virasoro generators .  How are they related 

precisely, i.e., how conformal symmetry emerges from lattice?

Elementary unitary (energy local) should come from , 

=some lattice version of such as Koo-Saleur formulas.





Spin chains: Koo-Saleur formulas



Anyonic Chains



Anyonic Chain Approach

• Jones: a general spin chain = Hilbert spaces 

tensored together by Connes fusion.

• Explicit study of golden chain (                      )

1) Exactly solvable related to RSOS models, but

not known rigorously solvable.

2) Numerical simulations show they converge to

CFTs.

3) Protected by topological symmetries.



Koo-Saleur Modified

Our modified formulas:

Comparison with Koo-Saleur formulas: 

In what sense, the finite approximations converge to CFTs?



Mathematical Scaling Limit

The definition is inspired by earlier works of Gainutdinov-

Read-Saleur and numerical simulation of anyonic chains.

Algorithmic. Scaling limit of observables as algebras.

Rate of convergence (scaling dimension of irrelevant  

operators).

… 



Scaling Limit of Ising ACs



Some partial simulation results



Dream: Golden chain

• The Fibonacci chain or 

golden chain converges 

to the tri-critical minimal 

model M(5,4) c=7/10.

• In general, scaling limit 

of ACs of spin=1/2 in 

converges to minimal models 

M(k+2,k+1):



Happy Birthday!


